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01. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
I WILL begin by summarizing the relevant work of E. H. Brown [2,3]. In what follows, all our 
complexes will be connected CW-complexes with base-point; maps and homotopies will 
preserve the base-point. If X and Y are such complexes, [X, Y] will mean the set of such 
homotopy classes of such maps from X to Y (as usual). If we keep Y fixed, then [X, Y] 
gives a contravariant functor of X; it is defined on the category in which the objects are 
CW-complexes and the morphisms are homotopy classes of maps; it takes values in the 
category of sets and functions. A contravariant functor H from CW-complexes to sets is 
said to be “ representable ” if we have a natural isomorphism 
T : H(X) E [X, Y] 
(for some fixed Y). 
Brown remarks that if H is representable, it satisfies two conditions which he formulates. 
In order to state the first, let X be the wedge-sum V X, , and let i, : X, + X be the injection 
il 
of X,. We have an induced function 
i,* = H(i,) : H(X) --) H(X,); 
let 
8 : H(X) --) l-j H(X,) 
L 
be the function whose rth component is i,*. Brown’s first condition is: 
1.1. THE WEDGE AXIOM. The,function 0 is an isomorphism ofsets. 
In order to state the second condition, we consider the following diagram, in which 
the functions are induced by the obvious inclusions. 
H(Xn Y) A H(X) 
bf t, 
H(Y) d - H(Xu Y) 
Brown’s second condition is: 
1.2. THE MAYER-VIETORIS AXIOM. Suppose given x E H(X) and y E H(Y) such that 
ax = by; then there exists z E H(X u Y) such that cz = x and dz = y. 
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When we say that H satisfies the Wedge Axiom 
all wedge-sums V X,; and similarly for (1.1). 
;1 
we mean of course that (1.1) holds for 
Brown shows that if a functor H satisfies these two axioms, then it is representable 
However, in some of the applications we have to consider a functor H which is defined 
not on all CW-complexes, but on some subcategory. I give t\vo examples. 
First, the reduced K-cohomology group I?(S) can be defined when X is a finite-dimen- 
sional complex by the usual construction in terms of vector-bundles [ 11. If we were to apply 
the same construction when X is an infinite-dimensional complex it would lead to a functor 
which does not satisfy the wedge axiom, and does not agree with the “correct” functor 
R(X). 
We therefore have to consider the case of a functor H which is defined only on finite- 
dimensional complexes. In this case the theorems of Brown are perfectly satisfactory. 
Secondly, consider the representability theorem of G.W.Whitehead [6]. In this case we 
suppose given a generalized homology theory H,, and define a generalized cohomology 
theory on finite CW-complexes by S-duality: 
P(X) = A_“(DX). 
We therefore have to consider the case of a functor H which is defined only on finite 
CW-complexes. In this case the theorems of Brown contain an inconvenient technical 
restriction: one has to assume that the sets H(X) are countable [2, 3, 61. 
However, in the example given (and in all other applications I know) the restriction 
to finite complexes arises from the fact that one uses S-duality. Therefore one really has to 
deal with stable homotopy theory rather than with unstable homotopy theory. 
This makes it reasonable to look for a variant of Brown’s Theorem which has the 
following features. 
(i) The functor H is supposed given only on finite CCV-complexes. (In what follows, 
the letters K, L, A4 will be reserved for finite CW-complexes.) 
(ii) No assumption is made on the cardinality of the sets H(K). 
(iii) Instead, one makes some mild assumption of the sort that is satisfied when one is 
dealing with stable problems. For example, one might assume that the functor H has the 
form H(K) = H’(SK) for some other functor H’, where SK is the suspension of K; or one 
might assume that the functor I-I takes its values in the category of groups and homomor- 
phisms (compare Brown [2, p. 4711). Neither assumption is too restrictive; both are satisfied 
in all the applications I know. 
The object of this paper is to prove such a variant of Brown’s Theorem, and to give 
some related results. 
THEOREM 1.3 Let H be a contrauariant flmctor, defined on the category of finite CW- 
complexes h7 and homotopy classes of maps, and taking rahres in the category of groups md 
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homomorphisms. Suppose that H satisfies the Wedge Axiom and the Mayer-Vietoris Axiom. 
Then there is a CW-complex Y and an isomorphism of sets 
T : [K, Y] z H(K) 
defined and natural for all finite complexes K. 
Such a complex Y. equipped with such a natural isomorphism T, may be called a 
‘. representing complex ” for H. 
The statement of Theorem 1.3 is incomplete in two respects. First, Tis asserted to be 
an isomorphism of sets: it is desirable to know that Yis an H-space of a suitable kind, and 
th;tt Tis an isomorphism of groups. This point will be dealt with by Addendum 1.4 below. 
Secondly, suppose that we apply the theorem twice, so that we have natural isomor- 
phisms of sets 
T : [K, Y] = H(K) 
T’ : [K, Y’] z H’(K). 
It is desirable to know that any natural transformation from H to H’ is induced by a map 
from Y to Y’. This point will be dealt with by Addendum 1.5 below. 
In order to complete the theorem, we introduce the considerations which follow. We 
will say that two maps f, g : X --* Y are “weakly homotopic “, and write f NW g, iffh = gh 
for every map h from any finite complex K to X (compare [4]). Weak homotopy is an 
equivalence relation; composition of maps passes to weak homotopy classes. We write 
[X, Y], for the set of weak homotopy classes of maps from X to Y; if X happens to be 
finite, then [X, Y], = [X, Y]. We say that Y is a “weak H-space” if it is provided with a 
product map 1~ : Y x Y --+ Yand an inverse map I : Y + Ywhich satisfy the usual identities, 
such as the associative law, up to weak homotopy. (Here Y x Y means the product in the 
category of CW-complexes.) If Y is a weak H-space, then [X, Y], is a functor of X taking 
values in the category of groups and homomorphisms; in particular, if K runs through finite 
complexes, then [K, Y] is a functor of K taking values in the category of groups and 
homomorphisms. 
ADDENDUM 1.4. If Y is a representing complex for H, tfren Y may be made into a weak 
H-space so that the natural transformation 
T : [K, Y] z H(K) 
is an isomorphism of groups. 
ADDENDUM 1.5. Let X be any CW-complex, let Y be a representing complex for H, and 
let 
u: [K, x1-t [K, Y] 
be a transformation of sets defined and naturalforfinite C W-complexes K. Then there is a map 
f : X + Y inducing U, and it is unique up to weak homotopy. 
From these results we draw the obvious conclusions. 
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THEORE>I 1.6. Let H* be a generalized cohomolog:; theory dejned onjinite C W-complexes 
(without any asszlmption on the cardinality of the coejkient groups). Then H” is thegeneralized 
cohomology theory corresporzding to an R-spectrum E. 
This extends a result of Brown [2, p. 4801. 
In order to state the next result, we recall the expected behaviour of a generalized 
homology theory with respect to limits. Let H, be a generalized homology theory defined 
on CW-complexes X; and let X, run over the finite subcomplexes of X; then we have a 
canonical map 
B : fl_m+H,(X,) -+ H(X). 
We assume, as our axiom on limits, that the map 6’ is an isomorphism for all X. 
THEOREM 1.7. If H, satisjes these assztmptions, it i.7 the generalized homology theor.v 
corresponding to a spectrum E. 
This extends a result of Whitehead [6]. 
The next result is about the behaviour of generalized cohomology theories with respect 
to limits. Let H be a contravariant functor from the category of all CW-complexes to the 
category of groups, satisfying the Wedge and Mayer-Vietoris Axioms. Let X run over the 
finite subcomplexes of X; then we have a canonical map 
8 : H(X) + Lim H(X,) 
-L1 
THEOREM 1.8. The canonical nzap 
0 : H(X) -+ Lim H(X,) 
-12 
is an epimorphism. 
This result is closely related to (1 S). If X is countable then the result is well known; 
but in the general case it seems to be new. We also know, of course, that 0 need not be an 
isomorphism, even if X is countable [5]. 
The functor Lim H(X,) can be introduced when H is given only on finite CW-com- 
- 
plexes. It was introdduced by Brown [2, 31; it is useful as a technical device (see $4), and it 
has some intrinsic interest. 
Formally, let H be a functor of the sort considered in Theorem 1.3; that is, H is a 
functor from finite complexes to groups, satisfyin, 0 the Wedge and Mayer-Vietoris Axioms. 
Then we define the functor fi on all complexes X by setting 
B(X) = Lim H(X,), 
‘. 
where X, runs over the finite subcomplexes of X. If X happens to be finite, then A(X) = 
H(X). The properties of fi are considered more closely in 93. For the moment we remark 
that iff, g : X -+ Y are weakly homotopic, then 
f * = g* : A(Y) + A(X). 
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Our next result shows that I? is representable, in a suitable sense. We assume that 
Y is a representing complex for H. 
THEOREM 1.9. (i) There is one and only one natural transformation 
T : [X, Y], + B(X) 
which reduces to T when X isfinite. 
(ii) The transformation Tis an isomorphism of sets for all X. 
(iii) The complex Y may be made into a weak H-space so that 7 is an isomorphism qf 
groups. 
This result also is closely related to (1.5). It is clear that it includes (1.4). 
This completes the statement of results. It is a pleasure to acknowledge the stimulus 
of correspondence with B. Bollobas and A. Heller. My original result in this direction was 
a stable analogue of Theorem 1.3; Heller obtained a different proof of this result, and this 
helped me to analyse what was essential in the situation. 
32. LIMITS 
Our main proof involves a certain inverse system of sets, and difficulties would arise 
if the inverse limit of this inverse system happened to be empty. To avoid this difficulty 
we introduce the considerations in this section. 
We will actually work with something slightly more general than an inverse system 
in the usual sense. Given any category C of sets and functions, we can form the set Lim C; 
- 
an element of this set is a function e which assigns to each object X of C an element e,y in 
X, in such a way that for every morphism/: X ---* Yin C we have 
We will restrict attention to categories C which have the following two properties. 
(2.1) For any X and Yin C there is at most one morphismf: X + Yin C. 
(2.2) For any two objects X and Yin C there is an object Z in C which admits mor- 
phismsZ-+X, Z-+ Yin C. 
The difference between these axioms and those for an inverse system is slight, but 
perhaps deserves comment. In an ordered set CL _< p, p I z usually implies 1 = /?. In our 
category C two objects X and Y can admit morphisms X + Y, Y -+ X in C without X and 
Y being equal. This extra generality is crucial for our purposes. 
If our category C happens to be an inverse system, our definition of Lim C gives the 
usual inverse limit. 
- 
We say that a subcategory C is cofinal in D if for every X in D there is a Yin C which 
admits a morphism Y + X in D. 
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LEWMA 2.3. If C is cofinal in D, the restriction frrnction 
is an isomorphism of sets. 
The proof is trivial. 
Lim D 4 Lim C 
- - 
An (infinite) sequence S is a category with objects X, for n = 1, 2, 3. . . . and with a 
morphism X, --) X,,, wherever II 2 m. In order not to exclude certain trivial cases it is 
desirable to consider also finite sequences; such a sequence is indexed over the integers 
1, 2, 3, . . , N. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let S be a sequence in which the objects are non-empty sets and the maps are 
epimorphisms of sets. TIMI Lim S is non-empty*. 
4----- 
This lemma is both easy and well-known. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let C be a category whose objectsfall into countablymany equicalence classes. 
Then C contains a cojinal sequence. 
The proof is trivial. 
COROLLARY 2.6. Let C be a category in which the objects are non-empty sets, the mor- 
phisms are epimorphisnu, and the objects fall into countably many equicalencc classes. Then 
Lim C is non-empty. 
- 
This follows immediately from Lemmas 2.3-2.5. 
In the applications we will face a category C whose objects may fall into uncountably 
many equivalence classes. Our response will be to adjoin new morphisms to C, so that 
objects which were not equivalent in C may become equivalent in the new category. 
More precisely, suppose given a category C (satisfying (2.1) and (2.2), as always); 
and suppose that the object of Care non-empty sets, and the morphisms are epimorphisms. 
We define a new category e as follows. The objects of c are the objects of C. A function 
f: X -+ Y lies in c if we can find a commutative diagram 
z 
b 
with a and b in C. 
LEMMA 2.7. This construction defines a category c satisfying (2.1) and (2.2); e contains 
C as a cofinal subcategory; the objects of c are non-empty sets and the morphisms of c are 
epimorphisms. 
The proof is easy. 
COROLLARY 2.8. Suppose that the object of cfall into countably manyequivalenceclasses. 
Then Lim C is non-empty. 
f- 
This follows immediately from Corollary 2.6 applied to c, by using Lemma 2.3. 
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$3. PROPERTIES OF H Al-D k 
In this section ne assume throughout that H is as in (1.3), so that H is a functor from 
finite CFV-complexes to groups, satisfying the Wedge Axiom and the Mayer-Vietoris 
Axiom. We assume throughout that I? is as defined in $1. We derive sufficient properties 
of H and I? to permit the use of Brown’s methods. 
LEMMA 3.1. For any co$bering 
/ t 
K-L _LUfCK 
qffinite comple.~es. tlie seqrteflce 
H(K) L H(L) ‘* - H(L uf CIC) 
is exact. 
This follows immediately from the axioms, as in Brown [2, 31. 
For the next lemma, we assume that K is a finite comples. containing subcomplexes 
L and IV. 
LEMMA 3.2. There is an esact sequence 
H(L) x H(M) !il’, H(L u M) +- H(S(L n dJ)) ” - H(S(L v AI)), 
naturalfor maps K, L, 1Vf -+ K’, L’, ill’, and in which the homomorphism g* is induced bJ a map 
g : S(L f-l M) -+ S(L v M). 
Proof. Consider the obvious map 
L v i!l --t L v M, 
and use it to start a cofibre sequence. We get 
L v M + L u M --+ (L u&f) u C(L v ill) --t S(L v ICI). 
The third term is homotopy-equivalent to S(L n M), by a hornotopy-equivalence which 
is natural. Applying Lemma 3.1. we get an exact sequence 
H(L v M) c H(L u AI) +- H(S(L n ItI)) ‘* - H(S(L v M)) 
which is still natural. We apply the Wedge Axiom to rewrite H(L v M), and we obtain the 
required result. 
LEMMA 3.3. ti satisfies the Wedge Axiom. 
The proof is trivial. 
For the next lemma, let X be a CIY-complex, and let {X,1- be any directed set of sub- 
complexes of X whose union is X. 
LEMMA 3.4. The canonical map 
A(X) -+ Lim A( X,) 
Y-- 
is an isomorphism. 
The proof is trivial. 
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The next result is crucial. We suppose given a CW-complex .I’ containing subcomplexes 
U and V. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. If U n V is ajnite comp1e.r. then the square 
H(U n V) = h+(U n V)t--- A(U) 
T i 
cf(V)-- A(U LJ V) 
satisfies the Mayer- Vietoris Axiom. 
In order to make this result seem reasonable. one should perhaps observe that it 
follows from Theorem 1.9. In fact, suppose given elements ZJ E I?(U), 1: E A(V) whose 
restrictions to U n T/coincide. If we assume Theorem 1.9, then II and v can be represented 
by maps .f : U -+ Y, g : V -+ Y whose restrictions to U n V are weakly homotopic, and 
hence homotopic since U n V is a finite complex. Using the homotopy extension theorem 
in the usual way, we see that there is a map h : U u V -+ Y whose restrictions to U and Vare 
homotopic tofand g. This gives the required element in I?( U u V). 
Of course, we propose to prove Proposition 3.5 directly in order to use it in the proof 
of Theorem 1.9. 
Proof of Proposition 3.5. Let U,, VP run over those finite subcomplexes of U, 
V which contain U n V. Suppose given elements u E fi( U), c E f?(V) whose restrictions to 
U n V coincide; that is. we are given elements II, E H(U,) for all Y, ~1~ E H( Va) for all /I 
which behave in the obvious way under inclusion maps, and all have the same image in 
H( U n V). We have to construct an element in A( U u V) which restricts to 11 in I?(U) and 
to v in I?(V). For each r and p, let H,, p be the set of elements bv E H(U, u VP) such that the 
restriction of IV to U, is II, and the restriction of MJ to V, is 11~. Such elements exist by the 
Mayer-Vietoris Axiom for H, so H,., is non-empty. Whenever Uz c U? and V, c V, we 
have a function 
induced by the inclusion i : U, u Vs + U, u V,. 
We propose to apply the considerations of $2, taking C to be the category in which the 
objects are the sets H,. B and the morphisms are the functions i*. It will be sufficient to show 
that Lim C is non-empty, because an element of Lim C is an element of fi(U u V) with the 
requi;edproperties. We proceed to check that &-conditions of $2 apply; we begin with 
the fact that i* : H.,. 6 -+ H,, B is an epimorphism. 
Take the exact sequence of Lemma 3.2 and apply it to the complex U, u V,. We see 
that H(S(U n V)) acts transitively on H,,, (on the left, say). Each map i* : H,, d + H,,, 
commutes with this action (as we see from the fact that the sequence of Lemma 3.2 is 
natural). Since H,, ,, is non-empty, it follows that i* : H,, d -+ H,, B is an epimorphism of sets. 
We note that in saying that H(S(U n V)) acts transitively on Hz,,, we have begun to 
use the assumption that H takes values in the category of groups. At this point we could still 
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avoid this assumption, if we were willing to restrict attention to a special case and replace 
U u V by a mapping-cone U u CK, where K is a finite complex. However, the assumption 
that H takes values in the category of groups becomes essential in proving Lemma 3.6 
below. 
We construct c from C as in $2, and we pause to state its properties. 
LEMMA 3.6. (i) There is a morphism H,, + --t Hz. B in C fund only ifthe image of 
g& : HCS(Ue v V’,, + HCS(U n V)) 
is contained in the image of 
g:p : H(S(U, v V,)) -+ H(S(U n v)) 
,c4ere the maps g* are as in Lemma 3.2. 
(ii) HO, + and H,, B are equivalent in c if and only y the images ofg$ + and gz, B are equal. 
The proof is easy. 
We resume the proof of Proposition 3.5. We can find a countable set of finite CtY- 
complexes K containing at least one representative from each homotopy type. (For example 
consider the finite simplicial complexes.) For each K the maps g : S(U n V) -+ K fall into 
countably many homotopy classes. (This may be proved, for example, by replacing 
S(U n V) and K with equivalent finite simplicial complexes and using the simplicial 
approximation theorem.) So there are in all only a countable number of images of homo- 
morphisms 
g* : H(K) -+ H(S(U n V)). 
By Lemma 3.6, the objects in e must fall into countably many equivalence classes, 
Corollary 2.8 applies, and shows that Lim C is non-empty. This completes the proof of 
- 
Proposition 3.5. 
$4. APPLICATION OF BROWN’S METHOD 
Now that we have proved Proposition 3.5, the results in $1 can be proved by following 
the methods of Brown [2, 31; and in this section we will prove them. We will however 
use a variant of Brown’s proof. Brown’s original method allows one to construct the re- 
presenting complex Yin a fairly economical way, without using an inordinate number of 
cells. The variant to be given shows how crude and wasteful one can be and still prove the 
required results. 
We begin by explaining the use of l? in Brown’s method of proof. 
Given a complex Y and an element y E I?(Y), we can construct a transformation 
i‘ : [X, Y-J_, + A(X) 
defined and natural for all complexes X; in fact, givenf: X --+ x we define 
T(U) =f’*y. 
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By restricting _y to run over finite complexes K, we can obtain a natural transformation 
T : [K, Y] + H(K). 
Let us write Nat Trans (il, 8) for the set of natural transformations from rl to B. Then it is 
easy to check the following lemma. of which the most important part is due to Brown 
[2. p. 478-j. 
LEMMA 4. I. The comtruction abor;e gioes (l-1) correspondences 
G(Y) z Nat Trans([X, Y],,, , fi(.Y)) 
1 Nat Trans( [K, Y], H(K)). 
These corresporrdeences are natural for maps of Y. 
This lemma explains the importance of the functor I? in Brown’s method. In proving 
Theorem 1.3, you construct Y by induction; and if at some stage you have constructed an 
infinite complex X 
you may plausibly 
transformation 
which you hope will be a subcomptex of the representing complex Y, 
assume as part of your inductive hypothesis that you have a natural 
T : [K, X] -+ H(K). 
Such a natural transformation is more easily handled by considering the corresponding 
element x E B(X). 
We proceed with the work. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let Z;, be a CW-complex procided \c,itll an element y, E fi( Y,). Then there is 
an embedding i : Y, -+ Y,,. I ami atI element y,,, 1 E l?( Y,,,) which restricts to yn E H(Y,), so 
that the followirlg conditiorl is satisfied. If A g : K + Y, are any trrzo maps from a finite complex 
Kto Y,such thatf*y, =g*y,, then if 2 igin Y,+l. 
Proof. As in the proof of (3.9, it is sufficient to let K run over a countable set of 
representatives. For each such K, and each pair of homotopy classes of maps f, g : K -+ Y, 
such that f *y,, = g*y,, choose a pair of representative maps. We write these representative 
maps 
fz>g,: K,-+Y,, 
where 2 runs over a suitably large set A of indices. 
We now form 
Y II+1 = Y” u u (I x K,,iI x pr), 
ZaA 
where the reduced cylinder I x KJI x pt is attached to Y, by the map f, at one end and 
g, at the other. We have certainly arranged that if, - ig, for each cc; it remains to construct 
J’n+1. 
The construction of yn+ 1 is by Zorn’s Lemma. We consider pairs (B, /I) in which B is 
is a subset of A and h is an element in 
B(Y, u u (I x K,/I x pt)) 
Ben 
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which restricts to y,, in A( Y,,). We order these pairs by writing (B, h) 5 (B’, h’) if B c tl’ 
and h’ restricts to h. 
The set of pairs is non-empty, since ir contains the pair with B = 0, h = yn. It is 
inductive, for if we have a chain of pairs (B, h) we can define B’ = u B and construct /I’ 
by Lemma 3.4: the pair (B’, /I’) provides an upper bound for the chain. Therefore our set of 
pairs contains a maximal element. Now. a pair (B, /I) with B # A is not maximal; for if 
r $ I?, we can use Proposition 3.5 to extend h over 
(Y” U u (I x &/I x pt)) u (I x &!I x pt). 
BEB 
So a maximal element has the form (A, h), and we can take y,+, = /I. This completes the 
proof. 
PROPOSITION 4.4. Let YO be a CW-complex, provided with an element yO E l?(Y,j. Then 
there is an etnbedding i : Y, -+ Y atzd an element y E fi( Y), which restricts to yO in A(Y,), 
such that rhe corresponding natural transformation 
7: [K, Y-j-H(K) 
is an isomorphism of sets for al/finite complexes K. 
It is clear that this result includes Theorem 1.3 (take Y, to be a point). 
Proof. Let K run over a countable set of representatives, as in the proof of (3.5), and 
for each K let h run over H(K). Form 
Y, = Yov j/K; 
and using Lemma 3.3, let y, E fi(Y,) be the element which restricts to yO on Y,, and to h 
on the (K, k)th summand of V K. The construction ensures that the natural transformation 
K. lx 
Tl : [K, Y,] -+ H(K) 
corresponding to y1 is an epimorphism of sets for ail K. 
Now construct complexes 
Y, C Yz C YJ C . . * c Y, c . . * 
and elements y,, E I?(Y,) by induction over n, using Lemma 4.2. Take Y = u Y, and (using 
Lemma 3.4) let y E A(Y) be the element which restricts to y, in H(Y,) for eich n. The cor- 
responding natural transformation 
T : [K, Y] + H(K) 
is still epimorphic, for maps into Y, suffice to give all the elements of H(K). But it is also a 
monomorphism of sets; for letj; g : K -+ Y be any two maps such that f *y = g*y; since K 
is a finite complex, f and g must map into Y, for some n, so that f *y,, = g*y. and f w g 
in X+, by Lemma 4.2. This proves Proposition 4.3. 
We are now ready to prove the results in $1. 
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Proof of Theorem 1.9. Our standing hypothesis is that Y is a representing complex for 
H, so that there is an isomorphism of sets 
T : [K. Y] -+ H(K) 
defined and natural for all finite complexes K. Part (i), on the existence and uniqueness of 
T : [X, Ylw --* A(X) 
follows immediately from Lemma 4.1. We turn to part (ii). 
It is easy to show that 
T : [X, Y],, --t f?(X) 
is monomorphic, as follows. Let f, g : X + Y be two maps such that i‘f = Tg, let K be any 
finite complex, and let h : K + X be any map. Then h*Tf = h*?g, that is, T(fh) = T(gh). 
Since T is an isomorphism, we have fh - gh. This holds for all K and h, so f - ,,,g. 
It remains to show that ?is epimorphic; we use an argument due to Brown [3]. By 
Lemma 4.1, Tcorresponds to an element y E fi( Y), and the natural transformation 
T : [X, Y],- R(X) 
is given by 
T(f) = f*y. 
Suppose given a complex X and a class .‘c E A(X). Apply Proposition 4.3, taking Ye to be 
the complex X v Y and y,, E fi(Y,) to be the element which restricts to x in A(X), y in 
A(Y). By Proposition 4.3 there is an embedding (say) Ye -+ Y’ and an element y’ in A(Y’), 
which restricts toy, in fi(Y,), such that the corresponding natural transformation 
T’ : [K, Y’] -+ H(K) 
is an isomorphism of sets. We have the following commutative diagram. 
We see that i : Y -+ Y’ induces an isomorphism of homotopy groups; by the theorem of 
J. H. C. Whitehead, it is a homotopy equivalence. If we compose the injection X--f Y’ 
with a homotopy-inverse for i, we obtain a map f: X -+ Y such that ,f*y = x. This shows 
that ?is epimorphic, and proves part (ii). 
We turn to part (iii). The product in H(X) gives a natural transformation 
B(X) x A(X) --t B(X); 
applying the isomorphism T, we get a natural transformation 
CX, Y x n,- cx, Ylw. 
Since this is defined for all X, it must be induced by a map 
/l:Yx Y+Y, 
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unique up to weak homotopy. Similarly for the existence of the inverse map I : Y - Y, and 
for the identities which they satisfy. The construction ensures that 
f : [IX. Y]%, -+ A(X) 
is an isomorphism of groups. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.9. 
Proof of ~ddendrr?~ 1.5. The fact that f is unique up to weak homotopy is trivial; if 
ft; = g* : [K. X] + [K, Y], 
then we haveflr - gh for each map !I from a finite complex K to X, that is.f-,.g. It remains 
to show thatfexists. Let 
U: [K,X]A[K, Y] 
be a transformation of sets defined and natural for any finite complex K. Consider the 
composite 
[K, S-j---% [K, Y]L_, H(K). 
By Lemma 4.1 it corresponds to an element x E A(X), while Tcorresponds to an element 
2’ E A(Y). By Theorem 1.9 (ii) there is a map f: X -+ Y such that f *y = x. Using the natur- 
ality clause of Lemma 4.1, we see that Tf* = TU. Since T is an isomorphism we have 
f* = U. This completes the proof of Addendum 1.5. 
Proof of Theorem 1.8. Let H be as in Theorem l.S, so that H is representable by 
Brown’s Theorem; we have a complex Y and a natural isomorphism 
T : [X, Y] + H(X) 
valid for all X. So Y is a representing complex in the sense of (1.3), and Theorem 1.9 
applies. Consider the following diagram. 
CX, Yl 2+ H(X) 
I le 
[X, Y],;-------A(X) 
It is easy to check that OTfactors through [X, Y], so as to yield the lower arrow; this 
arrow is a natural transformation which reduces to T when X is finite, so by Theorem 1.9 
it must be $and it must be an isomorphism of sets. Since [X, Y] + [X, Y], is trivially 
epi, it follows that 8 : H(X) -+ B(X) is an epimorphism. This proves Theorem 1.8. 
The deduction of Theorem 1.6 and 1.7 from the results already proved is done as in 
Brown [2, 31 and G. W. Whitehead [61. 
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